
Additive particles: syntax-prosody interface and interpretation

In our work, we investigate the multi-functionality of the Hungarian additive particle is ‘also’

with respect to its syntactic distribution, semantic interpretation and prosodic structure. We

argue that both the classical semantic analyses of additive particles (e.g. König 1991, Kri�a

2006, Beaver & Clark 2008) and Szabolcsi’s (1997) analysis as a distributive operator are insuf-

�cient to characterize the behaviour and interpretation of the particle is. We aim at a broader

exploration of the occurrences of this particle. First of all, the empirical coverage must be ex-

tended. Various corpus data show that is frequently appears with di�erent constituents (noun

phrases, verbs, adjectives, adverbials) in various constructions. We also need to investigate

the di�erent readings and the multi-functional nature of the particle is.
In this talk, we will discuss and analyze data from naturally occurring spoken narratives.

�e core data of our analysis constitutes 18 short stories based on 6 picture books (‘Frog Stories’

by Mercer and Marianna Meyer), narrated by native speakers of Hungarian. We found and

investigated 162 occurrences of the additive particle is, and distinguished at least 5 distinct

semantic interpretations: (i) plain additive reading (1a), (ii) scalar additive reading (1b), (iii)

constituent coordination (1c; see also Szabolcsi 2013), (iv) the “indeed”-reading (1d) and (v) is
used as a question particle (1e).

(1) a. és

and

a

the

macska

cat

is

also

próbál

tries

egyre

ever

magasabb-ra

higher-subl

jutni.

get-inf

‘and also the cat tries to get higher and higher.’

b. még

yet

a

the

teknősbéka

turtle

is

also

nagyon

badly

leszúr-ja

rebuke-3sg.def

szegény

poor

nagybéká-t,

big.frog-acc

‘even the turtle rebukes the poor big frog.’

c. A

the

kutya

dog

is,

also

a

the

gazdá-ja

owner-poss3sg

is

also

szólongatja

calling

a

the

béká-t,

frog-acc

‘�e dog and his owner (both) are calling the frog,’

d. … he though that he goes to their place, following the footsteps of the boy and the dog.

Meg

prt

is

also

érkeze�

arrived

a

the

lakás-uk-ba.

�at-poss3pl-ill

‘And indeed he arrived in their place.’ (≈ he intended to arrive and he indeed arrived)

e. Hová

where

is

also

megy

goes

a

the

család?

family

‘Where is the family going?’

�e �rst two cases (1a-b) got most a�ention in semantic literature (though still partially

captured) and coordination is discussed to a low degree (see, e.g., Szabolcsi 2013). �e other

uses are le� unaddressed so far and do not �t in the existing semantic/pragmatic analyses.

A generally accepted view in classical semantic analyses captures additive particles as fo-

cus sensitive, where the focus marking of the u�erance determines the semantic associate of

the particle. In the case of the particle also, the di�erence in focus marking leads to di�erent

presuppositions (see, e.g., Kri�a 2006). We will provide evidence that in Hungarian sentences

with the same linearization – where is is cliticized to a constituent–, the semantic scope of the

additive particle is can be narrow or broad (predicate or sentence). In these cases, the seman-

tic scope of the particle corresponds to the pragmatic focus (Lambrecht 1994) of the sentence.

Prosodic pa�erns of the plain additive readings (with various scopes) support a focus analysis,

as we can �nd parallel pa�erns as in sentences with a structural focus.



In Hungarian, the main accent falls on the le�most element. In a prosodic word, this is the

�rst syllable, in a prosodic phrase, the le�most prosodic word and in an intonational phrase,

the le�most prosodic phrase (Szendrői 2003). Our data show that in sentences containing the

particle is, the main accent falls at the constituent the particle cliticizes to. Following Szendrői

(2003) and Hamlaoui & Szendrői (2015), this indicates that the is-phrase marks the beginning

of the focus of the u�erance. In order to determine the focus domain (narrow vs. broad) the

prosodic structure following the is-phrase is relevant.

On basis of our data we can generalise that in sentences with a preverbal is-phrase, the

main accent falls on the le�most element of the focus (= the is-phrase) and deaccenting of the

constituents behind marks the presupposition of the sentence. Note, that the is-phrase and the

verb form one prosodic phrase (in line with Kenesei & Vogel 1989), therefore (de)accenting the

constituents a�er the verb is determinant.

(2) a

the

kutya

dog

is

also

le-csúszo�

prt-slid

vele

with.him

együ�.

together

‘also the dog slid down together with him’

Consider example (2) above. In the narrow focus reading, the sentence comes with the

presupposition that ‘someone di�erent from the dog slid down with him’ corresponding to

deaccenting of all constituents a�er the is-phrase. However, it is possible to pronounce the

sentence with accent on vele and együ�. In this case, there is no such presupposition, corre-

sponding to a broad focus reading.

�e above generalization comes with the important theoretical consequence that both no-

tions,focus and deaccenting, are necessary. In additive readings, the givenness status of the

event (whether or not presupposed) is marked via deaccenting/accenting, hereby leading to

various semantic associates of the particle (narrow or broad). Similarly, deaccenting/accenting

determines whether unexpectedness is on the constituent (narrow) or on the event (broad) in

the scalar additive readings. As con�rmed by our data, the above generalisations hold for the

uses that are considered focus sensitive (1a-b,1e). Nevertheless, the examples of the uses as

coordination and the “indeed”-reading also �t to this characterisation. As predicted, in these

cases, we do not �nd deaccented materials a�er the is-phrase. In the examples of coordination,

list intonation pa�erns are used consequently.

In our talk, we will present novel data and our �rst analysis of the di�erent uses of is
that has important theoretical consequences. For the syntax-prosody interface, we build upon

the approach of Hamlaoui & Szendrői (2015) with slight modi�cations to capture di�erences

between is-phrases and structural focus (e.g. the issue of verb-movement). We als extended

the analysis to focus-interpretation in terms of Lambrecht’s (1994) pragmatic focus notion,

taking into consideration the immediate discourse context of the u�erance.
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